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ABSTRACT 17 

Understanding the consequences of past environmental changes on the abiotic and biotic components 18 

of the landscape and deciphering their impacts on the demographic trajectories of species is a major 19 

issue in evolutionary biogeography. In this study, we combine nuclear and mitochondrial genetic data 20 

to study the phylogeographical structure and lineage-specific demographic histories of the scrub-21 

legume grasshopper (Chorthippus binotatus binotatus), a montane taxon distributed in the Iberian 22 

Peninsula and France that exclusively feeds on certain scrub-legume species. Genetic data and paleo-23 

distribution modelling indicate the presence of four main lineages that seem to have diverged in 24 

allopatry and long-term persisted in Iberian and French refugia since the Mid Pleistocene. 25 

Comparisons of different demographic hypotheses in an Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) 26 

framework supported a population bottleneck in the northwestern French clade and paleo-distribution 27 

modelling indicate that the populations of this lineage have experienced more severe environmental 28 

fluctuations during the last 21 000 years than those from the Iberian Peninsula. Accordingly, we found 29 

that nuclear genetic diversity of the populations of scrub-legume grasshopper is positively associated 30 

with local stability of suitable habitats defined by both Pleistocene climate changes and historical 31 

distributional shifts of host-plant species. Overall, our study highlights the importance of integrating 32 

the potential effects of abiotic (i.e. climate and geography) and biotic components (i.e. inter-specific 33 

interactions) into the study of the evolutionary and demographic history of specialist taxa with narrow 34 

ecological requirements. 35 
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1. Introduction 44 

Quaternary climatic fluctuations have reshaped the distribution of worldwide biotas and impacted 45 

the demographic trajectories of most organisms (Hewitt, 2004a, 2011). In Europe, the prevailing 46 

paradigm establishes that most species responded to cooling phases by southern distributional shifts 47 

and survival in glacial refugia predominantly located in Mediterranean peninsulas that maintained the 48 

source populations from which northern areas were re-colonized during interglacial periods (Hewitt, 49 

1999; Schmitt, 2007). Many empirical (Hewitt, 2004b; Cornille et al., 2013) and theoretical studies 50 

(Excoffier and Ray, 2008; Arenas et al., 2012) have analyzed the genetic footprints of such 51 

distributional shifts and demonstrated the validity of the expansion-contraction model to explain 52 

patterns of genetic diversity and structure in many organisms (Taberlet et al., 1998; Provan and 53 

Bennet, 2008). The refugia hypothesis has been invoked as an excellent conceptual framework to 54 

understand why populations from areas experiencing long-term climatic stability harbor a higher and 55 

unique genetic diversity in comparison with those from regions submitted to more climate instability 56 

(Carnaval et al., 2009; Yannic et al., 2014). Nevertheless, most research on this topic has focused on 57 

temperate species and the specific predictions of the expansion-contraction model may not be valid for 58 

montane or cold-adapted species (Galbreath et al., 2009; Ricanova et al., 2013). Species adapted to 59 

cool environments are likely to have experienced range expansions and higher connectivity among 60 

populations in glacial periods and persisted forming isolated populations in interglacial refugia during 61 

warming phases (Willis and van Andel, 2004; Galbreath et al., 2009). Accordingly, a growing body of 62 

literature is yielding strong evidence about many species that survived in cryptic refugia located in the 63 

northernmost areas of their present-day distribution (Stewart and Lister, 2001; Stewart et al., 2010). In 64 

comparison with southern refugia, northern refugia are less predictable through time and space and, 65 

therefore, the impacts of climate-driven changes in landscape composition on the demography of cool-66 

adapted species are still poorly understood (Vega et al., 2010; Parducci et al., 2012). 67 

Beyond the importance of past environmental fluctuations, the distribution and abundance of a 68 

species are often shaped by many other ecological processes that are not necessarily captured by its 69 

climatic niche envelop (Mouritsen and Poulin, 2002; Hampe, 2004). This is the case of many specialist 70 

organisms whose demography is expected to be determined not only by changes in the spatial 71 
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distribution of climatically suitable areas but also by range shifts experienced by the hosts on which 72 

they depend for feeding or development (e.g. Tsai and Manos, 2010; Cangi et al., 2013; Kuhn et al., 73 

2016). Climate-based distributional shifts of host species can have a considerable impact on specialist 74 

taxa, particularly if differences in species-specific environmental tolerances result in the responses to 75 

climate change of the latter inferred on the basis of bioclimatic niche models are largely uncoupled 76 

from those experienced by their hosts (Tsai and Manos, 2010; Borer et al., 2012). This can lead to 77 

some species are not able to persist in regions falling within its optimal climate niche if their host-taxa 78 

are absent and, conversely, they may maintain viable populations in climatically sub-optimal areas as 79 

long as they sustain stable or abundant host populations (Jackson and Overpeck, 2000; Criscione and 80 

Blouin, 2004). Under this scenario, it would be expected that population genetic connectivity and 81 

persistence are shaped by the combined stability of suitable habitats for both the focal taxon and its 82 

hosts and that the impact of the latter is more pronounced in specialist species exclusively dependent 83 

on one or a few host taxa (Laukkanen et al., 2014). A biologically realistic approach would be to 84 

integrate information on the climate niche of the focal species (as a proxy of fundamental niche 85 

concept) and well-understood ecological relationships with host taxa (as a proxy of realized niche 86 

concept) (Hutchinson, 1957; Wharton and Kriticos, 2004; Freeman and Mason, 2015). This approach 87 

can potentially offer a more comprehensive picture about the demographic history of a species and 88 

how it is being shaped by the abiotic and biotic components of the landscape (Jackson and Overpeck, 89 

2000; Svenning et al., 2011). A number of studies have addressed the potential negative impacts of 90 

ongoing climate change on biodiversity as a consequence of spatiotemporal mismatches in 91 

distributional shifts between host-plants and their specialist herbivores (e.g. Schweiger et al., 2008). 92 

However, studies looking backward in time to analyze the impacts of Pleistocene distributional shifts 93 

of host-plants on the population dynamics of their associated phytophagous taxa are almost absent (for 94 

an exception see Tsai and Manos, 2010). 95 

The scrub-legume grasshopper, Chorthippus binotatus binotatus (Charpentier, 1825) (Orthoptera: 96 

Acrididae), is a well-suited study system to analyze the influence of Quaternary climatic fluctuations 97 

on the demographic history of a phytophagous species presenting narrow ecological requirements. 98 

This taxon is distributed throughout France, Spain and Portugal (Defaut, 2011) and occupies primarily 99 
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montane habitats between 900 and 2500 m.a.s.l., often forming highly isolated populations separated 100 

by unsuitable low elevation areas (Noguerales et al., 2017). The scrub-legume grasshopper can be also 101 

exceptionally found at low elevations (even at sea level) near to the Atlantic coast, where it forms 102 

small populations in highly isolated patches of suitable habitat (Picaud et al., 2003; Pratz and 103 

Cloupeau, 2010). Quaternary climatic fluctuations are likely to have strongly impacted the genetic 104 

structure of this species, whose populations are expected to have persisted in high elevation and cold 105 

refugia during interglacials and experienced regional expansions during glacial periods. The scrub-106 

legume grasshopper is an oligophagous taxon linked to certain scrub-legume communities on which it 107 

depends for feeding and refuge (Llucia-Pomares, 2002; Picaud et al., 2002; Defaut, 2011). 108 

Specifically, this grasshopper exclusively feeds on thirteen scrub-legume species belonging to very 109 

closely related genera (Cytisus, Echinospartium, Erinacea, Genista and Ulex) from the tribe Genisteae 110 

(Llucia-Pomares, 2002; Defaut, 2011 and references therein; V.N., P.J.C. and J.O., pers. obs.). Plant 111 

species of this tribe can be found up to 2500 m.a.s.l. and exhibit important differences in their specific 112 

ecological requirements although they share a general preference for montane and cool habitats. 113 

Nowadays, some of these scrub species are widely distributed taxa, such as Cytisus scoparius or Ulex 114 

europaeus, whose ranges span entire continental Europe, whereas other species are narrow endemics 115 

exclusively distributed in certain mountain ranges (e.g. Echinospartium bardanessi, E. boissieri, E. 116 

horridum or Genista versicolor) (Talavera et al., 2001). For these reasons, it is expected that the past 117 

demography of the scrub-legume grasshopper has been shaped by spatiotemporal changes in both the 118 

abiotic (i.e. climate regimes, geography) and biotic (i.e. host-plant distributional shifts) components 119 

that jointly define the ecological requirements of the species. 120 

Here, we employ an integrative approach aimed to disentangle the evolutionary history and past 121 

demography of scrub-legume grasshopper across its entire distribution range. To this end, we 122 

combined nuclear and mitochondrial genetic data with paleo-distribution modelling to determine the 123 

stability of climatically suitable areas for both the grasshopper and its host-plant species and infer 124 

lineage-specific demographic histories from the genetic footprints left by past population size changes 125 

and distributional shifts. First, we used phylogenetic and Bayesian clustering analyses to determine the 126 

phylogeographic genetic structure of the scrub-legume grasshopper, estimate divergence times among 127 
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the main lineages, and identify areas of long-term population persistence (i.e. refugia). Specifically, 128 

we tested whether northern populations are the outcome of range expansions from the Iberian 129 

Peninsula during favorable periods (i.e. “southern refugium and expansion” hypothesis) or if they 130 

conform lineages that have evolved in situ and long-term persisted into micro-refugia (i.e. “cryptic 131 

northern refugium” hypothesis) (Hickersson and Cunningham, 2005; Parducci et al., 2012). Second, 132 

given that different demographic events (such as range expansions or bottlenecks) can leave similar 133 

signatures on patterns of genetic diversity and structure (Falush et al., 2016), we used an Approximate 134 

Bayesian Computation (ABC) framework to formally compare different demographic scenarios. 135 

Finally, we tested whether the spatial distribution of genetic diversity in the scrub-legume grasshopper 136 

is explained by the geographic location of stable areas sustaining longstanding host-plant communities 137 

(Tsai and Manos, 2010; Laukkanen et al., 2014) and/or climatically suitable habitats for our focal 138 

species (Carnaval et al., 2009; Yannic et al., 2014). 139 

 140 

2. Material and methods 141 

2.1. Population sampling 142 

Between 2012 and 2014, we collected 794 individuals from 55 populations of scrub-legume 143 

grasshopper, Chorthippus binotatus binotatus (Charpentier, 1825). These populations span the entire 144 

European distribution range of the species (~900 000
 
km

2
, see Fig.S1) according to our own surveys 145 

and occurrence-data available in the literature (Llucia-Pomares, 2002, Defaut, 2011). Population codes 146 

and further information on sampling locations are given in Table S1. 147 

 148 

2.2. Microsatellite data and estimates of genetic diversity 149 

We employed a salt extraction protocol to purify genomic DNA from a hind leg of each specimen 150 

(Aljanabi and Martinez, 1997). All specimens were genotyped at 18 polymorphic microsatellites 151 

markers whose characteristics and PCR cycling conditions are described in Basiita et al., (2016). We 152 

performed PCR amplifications and genotyping as described in Ortego et al., (2015a). We tested for 153 

deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE), linkage disequilibrium (LD) and the presence of 154 
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null alleles following the procedure described in Noguerales et al. (2016a). Six loci (Cbin08, Cbin16, 155 

Cbin36, Cbin50, Cbin56 and Cbin57) were discarded from all downstream analyses because of HW 156 

disequilibrium in all populations and the presence of null alleles. We did not find evidence for linkage 157 

disequilibrium between any pair of loci in any sampling population after sequential Bonferroni 158 

corrections (Rice, 1989). 159 

We estimated nuclear genetic diversity for populations with ≥ 9 genotyped individuals. As 160 

estimates of population genetic diversity, we used allelic richness (AR) standardized for sample size 161 

and expected heterozygosity (HE), calculated as implemented in HP-RARE (Kalinowski, 2005) and 162 

ARLEQUIN 3.5 (Excoffier and Lischer, 2010), respectively. For illustrative purposes, population 163 

genetic diversity was displayed in a map by conducting a spatial interpolation of AR and HE values 164 

using the Inverse Distance Weight (IDW) function available in ARCGIS 10.3 (ESRI, Redlands, CA, 165 

USA). 166 

 167 

2.3. Mitochondrial DNA data and estimates of genetic diversity 168 

We aimed to amplify a fragment of the mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase subunit I (COI) gene 169 

for a maximum of eight randomly selected specimens per population. However, we got non-resolvable 170 

electropherograms and/or very short sequences for a high number of individuals and populations. 171 

Finally, we successfully recovered high-quality sequences (with an average length of 619 bp) for 219 172 

individuals from 45 populations spanning the entire distribution range of the species (Table S1). PCR 173 

reactions were performed in 15 µl volumes using the universal primers LCO1490 and HCO2198 174 

(Folmer et al., 1994) and with the same reagents and PCR program than for microsatellite markers, but 175 

using an annealing temperature of 50ºC. Amplified products were commercially purified and 176 

sequenced (Macrogen, South Korea). We edited, removed the primers and trimmed all sequences to 177 

the same length (552 bp) using SEQUENCHER 4.10.1 (GeneCodes Corporation, Ann Arbor, MI, USA). 178 

The sequences were aligned using CLUSTALW web-service (www.genome.jp/tools/clustalw/). None of 179 

the sequences had premature stop codons and were deposited in GENBANK with accession numbers 180 

KY709453-KY709671. 181 
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For sampling locations with ≥ 4 sequenced individuals for COI, we used DNASP 5.10 (Librado 182 

and Rozas, 2009) to calculate different population genetic diversity indices including number of 183 

haplotypes (H), number of polymorphic sites (S), haplotype diversity (HD) and nucleotide diversity 184 

(π). In order to visualize the geographic distribution of mtDNA genetic diversity, we also performed a 185 

spatial interpolation of population HD and π values as described for microsatellite makers. 186 

 187 

2.4. Genetic structure analyses 188 

For the microsatellite dataset, we inferred genetic structure using Bayesian clustering analyses in 189 

STRUCTURE 2.3.3 (Pritchard et al., 2000; Falush et al., 2003a). We considered correlated allele 190 

frequencies and an admixture model without prior information on population origin. We performed 10 191 

independent runs for each value of K = 1-25 with a burn-in period of 2x10
5
 steps and a run length of 192 

1x10
6
 Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) cycles. The number of populations best fitting the dataset 193 

was defined using log probabilities [Pr(X|K)] (Pritchard et al., 2000) and the ΔK method (Evanno et 194 

al., 2005). We used the Greedy algorithm in the program CLUMPP 1.1.2 (Jakobsson and Rosenberg, 195 

2007) to align replicated runs and average individual assignment probabilities for the most likely K 196 

values. Afterwards, we produced bar plots displaying probabilities of individual membership using 197 

DISTRUCT 1.1 (Rosenberg, 2004). Complementarily, we visualized genetic differentiation among 198 

STRUCTURE clusters for the most likely K values by constructing a neighbor-joining (NJ) tree based on 199 

net nucleotide distances (Pritchard et al., 2010) using NEIGHBOR program as implemented in PHYLIP 200 

3.695 software (Felsentein, 2013). Net nucleotide distances represent the average amount of pairwise 201 

difference between alleles from different populations (for more details see, Pritchard et al., 2010). This 202 

distance has been described as suitable for drawing trees to show the differentiation among clusters 203 

inferred by STRUCTURE (e.g. Falush et al., 2003b).  204 

For mtDNA, we assessed population genetic structure using a spatial analysis of molecular 205 

variance as implemented by SAMOVA 2.0 (Dupanloup et al., 2002). This method employs a simulated 206 

annealing procedure to identify the optimal grouping option (K) for the data by maximizing the 207 

among-group component (FCT) of the overall genetic variance. We conducted 10 independent runs for 208 

each value of K = 1-12, using default parameters and 500 simulated annealing processes. Mean FCT 209 
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values and their standard deviation were plotted to determine the most likely population clustering 210 

solution (Dupanloup et al., 2002). We only included in this analysis those populations with ≥ 4 211 

sequenced individuals for COI. 212 

We visualized spatial patterns of nuclear and mtDNA genetic structure by interpolating 213 

probabilities of population membership to each inferred genetic cluster from STRUCTURE and 214 

SAMOVA analyses using the ‘maps’ function from ‘POPSutilities’ (Jay et al., 2012; François, 2016) in 215 

R 3.2.3 (R Core Team, 2015). 216 

 217 

2.5. Phylogenetic analyses and divergence times 218 

We employed BEAST 1.8.0 (Drummond et al., 2012) to obtain a combined estimation of an 219 

ultrametric phylogenetic tree and divergence times using sequence data for the COI gene fragment. 220 

Analyses were conducted applying a HKY+I model of sequence evolution, which was selected as the 221 

best-fitting nucleotide substitution model for our dataset via the Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC) 222 

as implemented in JMODELTEST2 (Darriba et al., 2012). We assumed a normal distributed substitution 223 

rate of 0.0169 (±0.0019 SD) per site per million years for COI gene (~1.69% per million year 224 

divergence rate; Papadopoulou et al., 2010). We ran several analyses considering different clocks and 225 

demographic models (Table S2). The best-fitting clock and demographic model to our dataset was 226 

determined via Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) through Markov chain Monte Carlo (AICM; 227 

Baele et al., 2012) with 100 bootstraps in TRACER. Each analysis was run with two independent 228 

MCMC chains of 100 million generations (sampling every 10 000 generations and discarding the first 229 

10% as burn-in) and we used TRACER 1.5 to examine stationarity and convergence of the chains and 230 

confirm that effective sampling sizes (ESS) for all parameters were > 200. We used LOGCOMBINER 231 

1.8.0 to discard 10% of trees as burn-in and combine tree files from replicated runs. We used 232 

TREEANNOTATOR 1.8.0 to obtain maximum credibility trees and FIGTREE 1.4.2 to visualize final 233 

trees. Complementarily, we used POPART software (Leigh and Bryant, 2015) to produce a statistical 234 

parsimony network and infer the phylogenetic relationships among COI haplotypes. 235 

 236 

2.6. Demographic analyses 237 
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We inferred past demographic changes for the main COI clades using three different approaches. 238 

First, we calculated Fu´s Fs (Fu, 1997), Tajima´s D (Tajima, 1989) and R2 statistics (Ramos-Onsins 239 

and Rozas, 2002) and tested their significance by generating 10 000 coalescent simulations in DNASP 240 

software. For neutrally evolving loci, significant and negative (Fs and D) or positive (R2) deviations of 241 

these indexes from zero are interpreted as past population expansions. Second, for each lineage we 242 

calculated mismatch distributions of pairwise nucleotide differences (Rogers and Harpending, 1992) 243 

under the sudden expansion model by 1000 bootstrap replicates using ARLEQUIN. The goodness-of-fit 244 

between observed and expected distributions was tested by calculating sum of squared deviations 245 

(SSD; Scheneider and Excoffier, 1999) and Harpening´s Raggedness index (Hrg; Harpending, 1994) in 246 

ARLEQUIN. A unimodal mismatch distribution and small and non-significant SSD and Hrg indexes are 247 

indicative of demographic expansions. Finally, we inferred changes in effective population sizes (Ne) 248 

over time for each lineage using the coalescent-based Bayesian skyline method (BSP) (Drummond et 249 

al., 2005) as implemented in BEAST 1.8.0. We used a piecewise constant skyline model and a number 250 

of 10 groups for every lineage (only five groups were considered for northwestern, central and 251 

southern France, NWCSF, lineage due to its small sample size) (Ho and Shapiro, 2011). Time and 252 

population size were calibrated assuming a strict clock prior (as supported by exploratory runs) and 253 

the substitution rate was the same considered for phylogenetic analyses. The best-fitting nucleotide 254 

substitution model for each dataset (i.e. lineage) was determined using JMODELTEST2 (Table S3). 255 

Number of independent replicates for each dataset, MCMC chains lengths and examination of 256 

stationarity, convergence and ESS values was conducted as described in the previous section (2.5. 257 

Phylogenetic analyses and divergence times). 258 

 259 

2.7. Testing demographic scenarios: Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) 260 

We used an Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) framework to compare different 261 

plausible scenarios of population divergence and past demography in the scrub-legume grasshopper 262 

(Beaumont, 2010). The topology of the different tested scenarios was designed and informed with 263 

phylogenetic and clustering analyses (Fig. 1-2). We considered different scenarios of population 264 

bottlenecks that were designed on the basis of observed spatial patterns of genetic diversity and 265 
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climate niche distribution models for the scrub-legume grasshopper and its host-plant species (see next 266 

section, 3. Results) (Fig. 2-3, Fig. S3). We defined five main population groups by pooling sampling 267 

sites according to their geographic location and the results obtained from phylogenetic and clustering 268 

analyses (e.g. Inoue et al., 2015; Tsuda et al., 2015). Our five population groups were northwestern, 269 

central and southern France (NWCSF), eastern France and Pyrenees (EF), northern Iberia (NI), eastern 270 

Iberia (EI) and southern Iberia (SI) (see Fig 1c, Fig. 2). Given that these population groups highly 271 

differed in the number of available samples, we randomly selected a subset of 40 individuals per group 272 

(n = 200) (for a similar approach, see Shaw et al., 2015). Individuals were selected aiming to 273 

maximize the number of samples with available mtDNA sequence data and minimize missing data for 274 

microsatellite markers. This approach also allowed us to reduce the computational demands and test a 275 

high number of plausible evolutionary and demographic scenarios (see also Tsuda et al., 2015). The 276 

first scenario (scenario 1), considered as null model, consisted of a simultaneous split of all these five 277 

groups. The second scenario (scenario 2) predicts an old split between an ancestral French clade and 278 

the ancestral Iberian one. Afterwards, Iberian populations (NI, EI and SI) diverged simultaneously 279 

from each other, and French populations split originating the NWCSF and EF groups. The third 280 

scenario (scenario 3) is similar to the second one, but predicts a hierarchical divergence of the Iberia 281 

groups at two different times: an older split of NI populations from the rest of the Iberian groups 282 

followed by a more recent split of EI and SI populations (see Fig. 2). Because of genetic diversity 283 

estimates for French and Pyrenean populations were consistently lower than those obtained for Iberian 284 

ones, we considered four different demographic hypotheses for scenarios 2 and 3: (A) no change in 285 

effective populations sizes, considered as the null demographic model, (B) a population bottleneck in 286 

the NWCSF group, (C) a population bottleneck in the EF group, and (D) population bottlenecks in 287 

both NWCSF and EF groups (see Fig. 2). Bottlenecks were considered as a permanent reduction in 288 

effective population size (i.e. with no subsequent demographic expansion) based on the results from 289 

ecological niche models, which predicted overall low climatic/habitat suitability throughout France 290 

and the Pyrenees during the last 21 000 years (see section 3.5. Ecological niche models). 291 

We conducted all the computations in DIYABC 2.0.4 combining nuclear and mitochondrial 292 

markers (Cornuet et al., 2014). We ran one million of simulated datasets per scenario assuming a 1:1 293 
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female to male sex ratio. We used a generalized mutation model (GSM) and no single nucleotide 294 

indels for the microsatellite data and a HKY model of sequence evolution for COI. Summary statistics 295 

(SS) for microsatellite markers and mtDNA marker are detailed in Table S4. Pre-evaluation of results 296 

based on Principal Components Analyses (PCA) as implemented in DIYABC showed that the cloud of 297 

simulated SS were not enough close to our observed SS for any competing scenario. Following the 298 

approach by Fontaine et al. (2013) (see also Andersen et al., 2017; Noguerales et al., 2017), we solved 299 

this issue by discarding those microsatellites markers with the highest frequency of null alleles, 300 

estimated using the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm implemented in the program FREENA 301 

(Chapuis and Estoup, 2007). Accordingly, we retained a subset of seven microsatellite markers for all 302 

ABC analyses (Noguerales et al., 2017). Information from previous studies (Noguerales et al., 2017) 303 

and a pre-evaluation of scenarios and prior distributions were employed to adjust the priors of 304 

effective population sizes (Ne) and timing of divergence (t) to their most appropriate values (see Table 305 

S4), assuming a uniform prior probability distribution for them. This procedure was also performed to 306 

evaluate different magnitudes of reduction in effective population sizes (10, 25, 50, 75, 90 %) in 307 

population groups for which we hypothesized to have experienced a demographic bottleneck. 308 

Following this procedure, prior values of Ne for groups with an assumed population bottleneck was set 309 

to 10-500 000 individuals, which was 50% smaller than Ne priors for groups with constant population 310 

sizes (i.e. no bottleneck assumed). Selection of the most probable scenario, confidence in scenario 311 

choice (type I and type II errors), model checking and estimation of the posterior distribution of all 312 

parameters under the best supported model were performed as detailed in Ortego et al. (2015b). 313 

 314 

2.8. Ecological niche modelling 315 

We modeled the potential distribution of the scrub-legume grasshopper to assess whether habitat 316 

suitability and stability shape its geographic patterns of genetic diversity. We reconstructed the present 317 

and past distribution of the scrub-legume grasshopper considering four different subsets of 318 

environmental layers: (i) all bioclimatic layers available in WorldClim (Hijmans et al., 2005); (ii) all 319 

bioclimatic layers plus a layer of host-plant species richness obtained from climate niche models built 320 
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for each host-plant species (see below); (iii) only the single most-explicative bioclimatic layer and 321 

host-plant species richness; and (iv) only the layer of host-plant species richness. 322 

We employed the maximum entropy presence-only algorithm implemented in MAXENT 3.3.3 323 

(Phillips et al., 2006; Phillips and Dudik, 2008) to build species-specific ecological niche models 324 

(ENMs) for each host-plant species using the 19 bioclimatic variables available in WorldClim at 30 325 

arc-sec resolution (Hijmans et al., 2005). It has been demonstrated that overparameterized models 326 

could perform better than underparameterized ones and thus we initially included all 19 bioclimatic 327 

variables in MAXENT model building (Warren and Seifer, 2011; Freeman and Mason, 2015). 328 

Maximum iterations were set to 5 000 to ensure model convergence. Models for the different host-329 

plants were built using occurrence data available in the Global Biodiversity Information Facility 330 

(GBIF; Table S5). All records were spatially checked to exclude species misidentifications, geo-331 

referencing errors and duplicate locations that fell into the same map pixel. Records in areas where the 332 

different species are considered non-native based on the literature were also discarded (Talavera et al., 333 

2001; Anthos, 2016). We limited the geographic extent of the climate layers to an area approximately 334 

20% larger than the known distribution range of each host-plant species following suggestions from 335 

Anderson and Raza (2010). Model performance was assessed using the area under the receiver 336 

operating characteristic curve (AUC) estimated from test data after averaging over 10 cross-validation 337 

replicate runs. To obtain the distribution of the species during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, c. 21 338 

000 BP), we projected contemporary species-climate relationships to the LGM using the Community 339 

Climate System Model (CCSM3; Collins et al., 2006) from the Paleoclimate Modelling 340 

Intercomparison Project Phase II (PMIP2; Braconnot et al., 2007). Layers for the LGM were 341 

downloaded from WorldClim at 2.5 arc-min and interpolated to 30 arc-sec resolution. The “fade by 342 

clamping” option in MAXENT was applied to the past predictions in order to reduce unreliable 343 

extrapolation onto extensive areas with environmental conditions not encountered during model 344 

training (Phillips et al., 2006). In order to obtain a proxy of overall host-plant species richness and 345 

summarize climate niche models of all host-plant species, we converted logistic output maps into 346 

binary maps (presence = 1; absence = 0) using threshold values for occurrence based on the maximum 347 

training sensitivity plus specificity (MTSS) obtained for each host-plant species (Liu et al., 2005). 348 
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Afterwards, we summed all binary maps of the thirteen host-plant species separately for current and 349 

LGM periods. 350 

For the scrub-legume grasshopper, the four subsets of models described above were built using a 351 

total of 287 occurrence locations obtained from our own sampling, the GBIF database, and the 352 

literature (Llucia-Pomares, 2002; Defaut, 2011). Niche models were built and projections were 353 

performed as described above for host-plants. We assessed the relative support of each MAXENT 354 

model using the sample-size adjusted Akaike’s information criterion (AICC) calculated as 355 

implemented in ENMTOOLS (Warren et al., 2010). 356 

We considered that a grid cell was ‘stable’ when it presented suitability scores above the MTSS 357 

threshold for both the present and the LGM periods (for a similar approach see Watcher et al., 2016). 358 

Afterwards, stability maps for each MAXENT model of the scrub-legume grasshopper were generated 359 

by averaging current and LGM suitability maps that included only ‘stable’ pixels across both periods 360 

(all other pixels were considered to have stability=0). Finally, we used ARCGIS 10.3 and a buffer of 10 361 

km
2
 around sampling locations to extract values of climate/habitat suitability stability for each studied 362 

population and the models based on (i) all bioclimatic variables (CSTA), (ii) all bioclimatic variables 363 

and host-plant species richness (C-HPSTA), (iii) only the single most-explicative bioclimatic variable 364 

and host-plant species richness (C
*
-HPSTA), and (iv) only host-plant species richness (HPSTA). All 365 

raster calculations were conducted using RASTER package (Hijmans and van Etten, 2016) in R. 366 

 367 

2.9. Genetic diversity and estimates of habitat stability 368 

We tested the hypothesis that population genetic diversity in the scrub-legume grasshopper is 369 

correlated with stability of habitat suitability defined by climatic tolerances of the focal species and/or 370 

distributional shifts of its host-plants during the last 21 000 years. In particular, we tested the 371 

association between nuclear (AR, HE) and mtDNA (HD and π) genetic diversity estimates and stability 372 

of climate/habitat suitability for the scrub-legume grasshopper obtained from the four different 373 

MAXENT models described in the previous section (2.8. Ecological niche modelling). To this end, we 374 

used generalized linear models (GLMs) and an information-theoretic model selection approach 375 

(Burnham and Anderson, 2002). GLMs were constructed considering a Gaussian error distribution and 376 
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an identity link function using R package LME4 (Bates et al., 2015). Longitude and latitude were 377 

included as covariates to take in account possible geographical clines of genetic diversity (Guo, 2012; 378 

Eckert et al., 2008). GLMs were fitted considering potential bias resulted from model overfitting and 379 

spurious relationships between dependent and independent variables because of the high collinearity 380 

between the different estimates of climate stability (Burnham and Anderson, 2002; Arnold, 2010). 381 

Accordingly, we constructed the different combinations of GLMs only including one of the estimates 382 

of climate stability at a time. Given that the precision of genetic diversity estimates may differ among 383 

populations due to differences in sample sizes, we used a weighted least square (WLS) method where 384 

weight equals the sample size for each studied population. We analyzed the goodness of fit of the 385 

models using AICC values (Burnham and Anderson, 2002; e.g. Noguerales et al., 2015). We ranked 386 

models according to their AICC values using the R package MUMIN (Barton, 2015) and those models 387 

with ΔAICC ≤ 2 were considered to have similar empirical support than the best model (i.e. that with 388 

the lowest AICC; Burnham and Anderson, 2002). The Akaike weight (ωi) was calculated for each 389 

model, which represents the relative probability that a given model will be the best among those 390 

considered. For each best ranked models (ΔAICC ≤ 2), we calculated separately the 95% confidence 391 

intervals (CI) of their estimators. The effect of variables was considered significant if the 95% 392 

confidence intervals (CI) of their estimators excluded zero (Burnham and Anderson, 2002). If the null 393 

model (i.e. without predictors) was included within the best ranked models (ΔAICC ≤ 2), we 394 

considered that any remaining variables included in other equivalent models (ΔAICC ≤ 2) did not have 395 

a significant effect on the dependent variable. 396 

 397 

3. Results 398 

3.1. Spatial patterns of genetic diversity and structure 399 

Nuclear genetic diversity ranged from 3.54 to 5.98 for AR, and from 0.59 to 0.85 for HE. Genetic 400 

diversity at nuclear markers was spatially homogenous throughout Iberian populations, which 401 

exhibited the highest values, whereas French and Pyrenean populations showed the lowest levels of 402 

genetic variability (Fig. 3). At mitochondrial level, we recovered 23 different haplotypes but ~50 % of 403 
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the populations exhibited no genetic variation. In populations that showed intra-population genetic 404 

variation at mtDNA, genetic diversity estimates ranged from 0.28 to 0.83 for HD, and from 0.0005 to 405 

0.0108 for π. Populations from east and northwestern Iberia presented the highest levels of mtDNA 406 

genetic diversity (Fig. 3). 407 

STRUCTURE analyses showed a steadily increase of log probabilities [Ln Pr (X|K)] from K = 2 to 408 

K = 5 (Fig. S1c). According to the ΔK method, the best-supported number of genetic clusters was K = 409 

4 (Fig. S1c). When we considered K = 4, a first cluster included all the populations located in 410 

northwestern France and also the population ‘Col de Fontfroide’ from the Massif Central in southern 411 

France (Fig. 1b, Fig. S1d). A second cluster included the easternmost French population (‘Gordes’) 412 

and the Pyrenean and eastern Iberian populations. The populations from south Iberia were included in 413 

a third cluster and a fourth cluster was primarily composed of populations from central and north 414 

Iberia (Fig. 1b, Fig. S1d). The above described clustering pattern was similar when we considered K = 415 

5, however the easternmost French population (‘Gordes’) and the Pyrenean populations were included 416 

in a new cluster differentiated from eastern Iberian populations (Fig. 1c, Fig. S1d). Neighbour-joining 417 

trees considering both grouping solutions revealed that the NWCSF cluster was the most genetically 418 

differentiated (Fig. 1d, e). STRUCTURE analyses showed that the F-value, which represents the amount 419 

of drift for each cluster from a common ancestral population, was 0.24 for the NWCSF cluster 420 

whereas this index ranged from 0.04 to 0.06 in the remaining genetic clusters. 421 

SAMOVA analyses on mtDNA showed that mean FCT values increased from K = 2 to K = 5, and 422 

reached a plateau for K = 7 (Fig. S1b). The clustering solution for K = 4 was consistent with the main 423 

four main clades inferred by phylogenetic analyses (see next section, 3.2. Phylogenetic analyses and 424 

divergence times). The first cluster grouped the populations from northwestern France and the 425 

population ‘Col de Fontfroide’ from southern France. A second group was composed of the 426 

easternmost French (‘Gordes’) and westernmost Pyrenean (‘Borau’) populations. The east, south-427 

central and northwestern Iberian populations composed a third group. Finally, north-central Iberian 428 

populations were included in the fourth cluster (Fig. 1a, Table S1). Clustering solutions for K = 5-7 429 

yielded additional genetic groups that were exclusively composed by a single population: ‘Puerto de la 430 

Quesera’ (Central Iberia), ‘Buerba’ (Western Pyrenees) and ‘Sierra del Toro’ (Eastern Iberia). These 431 
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additional clusters were not congruent with network or phylogenetic analyses (Fig. 1f, g) and, for these 432 

reasons, K = 4 was considered as the clustering scheme that best explained the spatial genetic structure 433 

of the species at a range-wide scale. 434 

 435 

3.2. Phylogenetic analyses and divergence times 436 

Phylogenetic reconstruction in BEAST was conducted using a strict clock and a constant 437 

demographic model, the one that best fitted our data according to the model selection procedure 438 

implemented in TRACER (Table S2). The phylogenetic tree revealed four well-supported phylo-groups, 439 

which were equivalent to those inferred by SAMOVA (Fig. 1g). Most individuals from the same 440 

population were grouped in a single phylo-group. However, Iberian phylo-groups were not 441 

reciprocally monophyletic and exhibited certain degree of admixture (i.e. populations presented 442 

individuals assigned to different clades) (Fig. 1g). Divergence times indicated a split of French and 443 

Iberian populations around the Mid Pleistocene (~0.71 Mya), whereas divergence within Iberian and 444 

French clades took place more recently, around the Late Pleistocene (~0.25 and ~0.13 Mya, 445 

respectively) (Fig. 1g). Nevertheless, divergence times must be considered cautiously given that their 446 

respective confidence intervals are broad (Fig. 1g). Similar to the phylogenetic reconstruction in 447 

BEAST, network genealogy revealed that the 23 different haplotypes recovered clustered in four main 448 

groups exhibiting a highly congruent geographical distribution (Fig. 1f). 449 

 450 

3.3. Demographic analyses 451 

Northern and south/southeastern Iberia lineages presented significant negative Fu´s Fs and 452 

Tajima´s D and significant positive R2 statistics, which could be interpreted as past population 453 

expansions (Table S3). All tests for Fu´s Fs, Tajima´s D and R2 statistics failed to reject the null 454 

hypothesis of constant population size for the French lineages (Table S3). Pairwise mismatch 455 

distributions were unimodal although skewed to the lowest pairwise nucleotides differences estimates 456 

for all lineages. Test of goodness-of-fit between observed and expected distributions were not 457 

significant, which would suggest that all lineages have undergone demographic expansions (in all 458 
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cases for SSD and Hrg, P-values > 0.16) (Fig. S2). Finally, BSP analyses showed a more complex 459 

demographic history and suggested that northern and southern/eastern Iberia lineages experienced a 460 

demographic expansion that began around 20 000 years ago followed by a subtle negative trend in Ne 461 

during the most recent time interval (Fig. S2). Conversely, skyline plots for NWCSF and all lineages 462 

from France and the Pyrenees revealed that their effective population sizes have remained steadily 463 

small during the last 50 000 years (Fig. S2). However, it should be noted that these demographic 464 

inferences presented very large 95% highest posterior densities (HPD) values of Ne for all lineages and 465 

must be interpreted with caution (Fig. S2). 466 

 467 

3.4. Testing demographic scenarios: Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) 468 

ABC analyses indicated that “scenario 3B” of population divergence and past demography had 469 

the highest posterior probability and its 95% confidence intervals did not overlap with those obtained 470 

for other scenarios (Table 1). This scenario was defined by a population bottleneck for the NWCSF 471 

group and a hierarchical divergence scheme for the Iberian groups. For the best-supported scenario, 472 

we found that observed data fell within simulated data and all SS used for model checking showed P-473 

values > 0.2, suggesting good model fit. Overall type I and type II errors were relatively low (< 0.25, 474 

Table 1) and RMAEs exhibited values lower than 0.25 in most parameters, indicating a good 475 

reliability of their estimates (Table 2). Assuming a constant mutation rate, the posterior estimates of Ne 476 

for the NWCSF group were much lower (median Ne = 283 000) than those obtained for the remaining 477 

groups (median Ne = 640 000 - 767 000; Table 2). A similar result was obtained when we calculated 478 

the posterior parameter estimate for the competing scenario assuming no bottleneck for the NWCSF 479 

group (“scenario 3A”; median Ne = 244 000), supporting that our estimates of Ne for this group were 480 

consistent and not biased by the setting of prior bounds. Considering the one-year generation time of 481 

scrub-legume grasshopper (Defaut, 2011), the French ancestral group was estimated to diverge from 482 

the ancestral Iberian group ~600 000 years ago (t3). Subsequently, a split within French and Iberian 483 

populations took place ~230 000 years ago (t2), whereas the most recent divergence happened between 484 

the eastern and southern Iberian groups, ~60 000 years ago (t1). These estimates of divergence times 485 

are highly consistent with those inferred by phylogenetic reconstruction in BEAST (Fig. 1g). 486 
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 487 

3.5. Ecological niche modelling 488 

Species-specific niche models for host-plants generally presented high AUC values (average 489 

AUC across species: 0.85; range: 0.621-0.983), indicating overall good model performance (Table 490 

S5). Host-plants models showing the lowest AUC values (< 0.75) correspond to taxa widely 491 

distributed throughout Europe and North Africa (C. scoparius, G. scorpius and U. europaeus; Table 492 

S5). Inspection of current predicted distributions of host-plants confirmed that species-specific niche 493 

models yielded distribution patterns coherent with their respective observed distributions. 494 

For the scrub-legume grasshopper, niche models presented AUC values ranging from 0.788 to 495 

0.867 (Table S5). The most supported model (i.e. with the lowest AICC) for the scrub-legume 496 

grasshopper was the one based on all the nineteen bioclimatic variables (model i; Table S5). In this 497 

model, the variable relative to “mean temperature during the driest quarter” (bio9) resulted to be the 498 

most important predictor as indicated MAXENT´s jackknife analysis (i.e. it provided the highest gain 499 

when used in isolation; Table S5). The second most-supported model in terms of AICC value (model 500 

ii; ∆AICC = 10.03) was that including all the bioclimatic variables together with host-plant species 501 

richness predictor. In this model, host-plant species richness was the most important predictor (i.e. it 502 

provided the highest gain when used in isolation and also decreased the gain the most when it was 503 

omitted; Table S5). These two models (i and ii) exhibited the highest model performance in terms of 504 

AUC value. Similarly, host-plant species richness resulted to be the most important variable when it 505 

was included in a model only with the most-important bioclimatic predictor (bio9) (model iii; Table 506 

S5). This model exhibited a lower support (∆AICC = 186.26) in comparison to the models including a 507 

higher number of variables (Table S5). Finally, the model including only host-plant species richness 508 

(model iv) yielded the lowest performance and the lowest support (∆AICC = 336.05) (Table S5). 509 

According to the best-supported model (model i), the current distribution of the scrub-legume 510 

grasshopper is strongly fragmented and restricted to the main Iberian and French mountain ranges, 511 

northwestern Iberia, and the Atlantic French coast (Fig. S3a). Projections into the LGM indicated that 512 

the distribution of the scrub-legume grasshopper was more widespread and its populations exhibited 513 

higher connectivity during this period than in the present, particularly in the Iberia Peninsula (Fig. 514 
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S3b). We observed that most sampling locations were located in regions with high climate suitability 515 

stability (Fig. S3c). Nonetheless, populations from France and the Pyrenees were located in areas 516 

characterized by low climate suitability both in the present and during the LGM (Fig. S3c).  517 

The model including host-plant species richness and all bioclimatic layers (model ii, ∆AICC = 518 

10.03; Table S5), exhibited a present-day distribution similar to that predicted by the best ranked 519 

model (Fig. S3a, d). These two models presented subtle differences in their past predicted 520 

distributions: model (ii) predicted areas with lower suitability in western Iberian as well as higher 521 

suitability in western France during the LGM compared to model (i) including only bioclimatic 522 

variables (Fig. S3b, e). Similarly to the best-supported model, model (ii) showed that most populations 523 

are located on relatively large areas of high habitat suitability stability, with the exception of those 524 

from western and eastern France (Fig. S3f). 525 

The models with lowest support (models iii and iv) wrongly predicted very large present-day 526 

suitable areas in western, central and eastern France, while failed to predict high suitability in areas of 527 

western and northern Iberia where scrub-legume grasshopper is largely distributed based on current 528 

observed occurrences (Fig. S3g, j). Consequently, their projections into the LGM and stability maps 529 

showed important differences compared to those obtained from the best ranked models and predicted a 530 

more fragmented distribution of the species in the Iberia Peninsula during the LGM, particularly when 531 

host-plant species richness was the only predictor included in the model (Fig. S3h, k, i, l). 532 

 533 

3.6. Genetic diversity and estimates of habitat stability 534 

Model selection for nuclear genetic diversity indicated that latitude, longitude and CSTA had a 535 

significant effect on AR (i.e. 95% CIs of such predictors did not cross zero). Similarly, we found that 536 

latitude, longitude, CSTA and also C-HPSTA had a significant effect on HE (Table 3, Table S6). Latitude 537 

and longitude were negatively associated with AR and HE, whereas CSTA and C-HPSTA had a positive 538 

effect on genetic diversity estimates (Fig. 4). Model selection for mitochondrial genetic diversity 539 

showed that the null model was among the best ranked models (ΔAICC ≤ 2) for both HD and π, 540 

indicating that no predictor had a significant effect (Table S6). 541 

 542 
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4. Discussion 543 

Integrating nuclear and mitochondrial markers with a suite of analytical approaches (including 544 

phylogenetic Bayesian reconstructions, ecological niche modelling and explicit hypothesis testing 545 

using an ABC framework), allowed us to conclude that the scrub-legume grasshopper presents a 546 

striking phylogeographic structure resulted from long-term isolation in Iberian and French refugia 547 

during Pleistocene glacial cycles. The variability through time of habitat suitability impacted the 548 

demographic history of the northernmost populations of the species, a process that reduced 549 

local/regional levels of genetic diversity and left detectable signatures of population bottlenecks. Our 550 

analyses also support that such process of genetic erosion was explained by habitat suitability stability 551 

defined by climate and the spatial distribution of host-plant species richness, indicating the importance 552 

of integrating both biotic and abiotic factors into the study of the demographic history of specialist 553 

taxa with narrow ecological requirements. 554 

 555 

4.1. Past distribution and spatial genetic structure 556 

Analyses of mtDNA showed that populations of the scrub-legume grasshopper split into two 557 

major phylogeographic lineages from France and Iberia that probably diverged during the Mid-558 

Pleistocene, around 700 000 years ago. The long branches defining French and Iberian clades in the 559 

phylogenetic tree and their geographic coherence suggest a scenario of allopatric divergence that was 560 

probably mediated by geographic barriers (i.e. the Pyrenees) and long-term lineage persistence in 561 

different refugia (Cooper and Hewitt, 1993; Cooper et al., 1995). This result contrasts with 562 

phylogeographic patterns observed for many temperate-adapted taxa whose present-day northern 563 

populations are the result of post-glacial recolonizations from southern Mediterranean peninsulas 564 

(Iberian, Italian and Balkan) during warming periods (Taberlet et al., 1998; Schmitt, 2007). The most 565 

recent divergence event within Iberian and French lineages probably took place around the Late 566 

Pleistocene (c. 250 000 and 130 000 years ago, respectively) and could have been also promoted by 567 

isolation in local refugia during interglacial periods (Petit et al., 1999; Snyder, 2016). Thus, the global 568 

phylogeographic structure of the species seems to have been mostly driven by the presence of major 569 
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geographic barriers and temporal changes in the spatial distribution of suitable habitats mediated by 570 

Pleistocene glacial cycles. Assuming niche conservatism (Peterson, 1999; Nogués-Bravo, 2009), our 571 

best-supported ENM suggests that during interglacials the populations of scrub-legume grasshopper 572 

were likely pushed up to higher elevations in response to uphill distributional shifts of its cold-adapted 573 

host-plants species, which may be responsible of more recent population fragmentation at 574 

local/regional scales (Noguerales et al., 2017). Accordingly, STRUCTURE analyses showed a finer 575 

genetic structure at regional scales that divided the mitochondrial lineage from east and south Iberia 576 

into two different genetic clusters. ABC analyses suggest that these genetic clusters diverged from a 577 

common ancestor after the Last Interglacial, likely during a period defined by short warming pulses 578 

that took place during the Late Pleistocene (Petit et al., 1999). Overall, the combined effect of the 579 

complex topography of the Iberian Peninsula and climate-driven distributional shifts of host-plants 580 

could have acted together to reduce or disrupt gene flow among populations of scrub-legume 581 

grasshopper at a regional scale (Noguerales et al., 2017). 582 

The observed pattern of multiple refugia throughout the current distribution range of the species 583 

has been also documented in many other plants and animals in southwestern Europe and is in good 584 

agreement with the “refugia-within-refugia” concept (Gómez and Lunt, 2007; Abellán and Svenning, 585 

2014). Strong genetic subdivision promoted by population isolation in different Pleistocene Iberian 586 

refugia has also been reported for the meadow grasshopper (Pseudochorthippus paralellus) (Hewitt, 587 

1996; Cooper and Hewitt, 1993). However, contrary to the general pattern of population isolation in 588 

northern Mediterranean peninsulas, the existence of a French lineage distributed from the Atlantic 589 

coast to Massif Central suggests long-term persistence of our study species outside of the Iberian 590 

Peninsula in a cryptic northern refugium (Provan and Bennet, 2008; Stewart et al., 2010; Salvi et al., 591 

2013). The existence of a single and large refugium encompassing from Massif Central to Brittany 592 

seems unlikely according to our climatic reconstructions and different hypotheses could explain the 593 

origin and the demography of the NWCSF lineage (Schmitt and Varga, 2012). The fact that our study 594 

species feeds on several montane or cool-adapted scrub legume species could have facilitated in situ 595 

population persistence in different micro-refugia during unfavorable periods in the northernmost areas 596 

(Parducci et al., 2012). Accordingly, our ENMs suggest a patchy distribution of climatically suitable 597 
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areas for either the scrub-legume grasshopper or some of its host-plant species since the LGM. 598 

Alternatively, the higher mtDNA genetic diversity of populations from Massif Central in south France 599 

(‘Col de Fontfroide’) in comparison with those located along the Atlantic coast may also suggest a 600 

recent range expansion from a putative refugium located in this region (Gutierrez-Jímenez et al., 601 

2016). As suggested by the best-supported ENM, the more continuous distribution of suitable habitat 602 

in the past suggests that scrub-legume grasshopper could have dispersed from the Massif Central to 603 

the northwest across central France during favorable periods (Gutierrez-Jímenez et al., 2016). This 604 

hypothesis is in agreement with the recent idea that the Massif Central was an important reservoir of 605 

stable populations and the geographic origin of range expansions for some taxa during the Pleistocene 606 

(Schmitt and Varga, 2012; Ursenbacher et al., 2015). 607 

 608 

4.2. Habitat stability and species demographic history 609 

The inference of refugia has traditionally relied on species-specific responses to climate 610 

(Ashcroft, 2010; Keppel et al., 2012), which are expected to be especially relevant for ectotherm 611 

organisms whose niches are often shaped by temperature tolerances (Noguerales et al., 2016b). 612 

However, refugium is a broad concept that should be defined not only taking into account the 613 

environmental tolerances and responses of species to climatic oscillations but, ideally, also considering 614 

their ecological interactions with other taxa (Ashcroft, 2010; Stewart et al., 2010). The findings from 615 

our different analyses revealed an important role of environmental stability on the demographic 616 

history of the scrub-legume grasshopper at both population and lineage scales. Demographic 617 

reconstructions and ABC analyses supported a population bottleneck in the NWCSF lineage after it 618 

split from its sister Pyrenean and Mediterranean French clade, a process that likely resulted in strong 619 

genetic drift and erased its levels of genetic variation (Qu et al., 2014). Accordingly, STRUCTURE 620 

analyses reported that the amount of drift after divergence (F-value) was 0.24 for the NWCSF cluster, 621 

whereas all other clusters presented between four- and fivefold lower estimates for this statistic (F-622 

values ranging from 0.04 to 0.06) (for a similar approach see Harter et al., 2004). This, together with 623 

the severity of the inferred population bottleneck (Ne of the NWCSF lineage was reduced by ~50% 624 

with respect to its ancestral Ne), lend also support to a demographic scenario probably defined by 625 
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geographically isolated populations inhabiting fragmented patches of suitable habitat that sustain small 626 

effective population sizes. In this vein, whereas ecological suitability characterizing the northernmost 627 

distribution area of the species make feasible that it has maintained viable populations of scrub-legume 628 

grasshopper through time, such populations have probably experienced remarkable demographic 629 

fluctuations (i.e. bottlenecks and extinctions-recolonization processes) that ultimately eroded their 630 

genetic variability (Yannic et al., 2014; Bidegaray-Batista et al., 2016). In contrast, our demographic 631 

analyses revealed slight signatures of past demographic expansions in the Iberian populations that 632 

could have been driven by the higher availability of suitable habitats in the area during the LGM 633 

period, as the best-supported ENM suggested. Here, we must note that these analyses should be 634 

interpreted with extreme caution due to the overall uncertainty (very large 95% HPD) of our 635 

demographic inferences obtained from Bayesian skyline plots (Grant, 2015).  In addition, the best-636 

supported ENM indicated that most Iberian populations have been located in environmentally more 637 

stable and connected suitable areas during the last 21 000 years, which has probably contributed to 638 

maintain larger effective population sizes and higher levels of nuclear genetic variation (Inoue et al., 639 

2015). In this regard, we found a positive association between nuclear genetic diversity (HE and AR) 640 

and local stability of suitable habitats since the LGM, a result that is in agreement with previous 641 

empirical studies addressing the consequences of environmental stability at local/regional scales on the 642 

demographic history of different taxa (Qu et al., 2014; Faye et al., 2016; Gutierrez-Jimenez et al., 643 

2016). All the foregoing suggest that the spatial trend of genetic diversity is not consequence of serial 644 

bottlenecks resulting from northward range expansions as traditionally predicted by the so-called 645 

“southern richness vs. northern purity” hypothesis (Hewitt, 2000; Gómez and Lunt, 2007; Canestrelli 646 

et al., 2006). In our case, we found evidence that the overall decreasing of neutral genetic diversity 647 

with latitude was driven by the different magnitude of demographic fluctuations experienced by long-648 

term persisting populations located in areas showing considerable variation in the impacts of climatic 649 

oscillations (Gómez and Lunt, 2007). 650 

Despite the spatial pattern of mitochondrial genetic diversity was partially similar to that inferred 651 

from nuclear markers, we did not detect a significant association between estimates of mitochondrial 652 

genetic diversity (HD and π) and stability of climate/habitat suitability. On the one hand, this could be 653 
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due to the high proportion of populations exhibiting no mitochondrial genetic variability could have 654 

weakened the statistical power of our analyses. On the other hand, however, we cannot rule out that 655 

the observed signature of mitochondrial genetic variation was primarily shaped by historical factors 656 

predating the temporal scale of our estimates of climate/habitat suitability stability. 657 

 658 

4.3. Lessons from integrating host-plant interactions into ecological niche models 659 

Although the reliability of the two best-supported ENMs is evidenced by the fact that their 660 

resulting climate/habitat suitability stability estimates explained spatial patterns of neutral genetic 661 

variation of the focal species, our approach aimed to integrate biotic and abiotic interactions into 662 

ENMs may present some uncertainties derived from the usage of host-plant potential distributions that 663 

are themselves the product of climate-based ENMs (see also Kuhn et al., 2016). However, this source 664 

of error is expected to be minimal as host-plant predicted distributions reflected well their respective 665 

contemporary observed distributions. Also, although we are aware that model projections present 666 

many inherent caveats (e.g. Hampe, 2004; Nogués-Bravo, 2009; Araujo and Peterson, 2012), our 667 

ENM-based approach allowed us to project climate-species relationships into the past and generate 668 

layers of host-plant species richness during the LGM, which would have not been feasible only 669 

considering present-day raw occurrence data of host-plants (e.g. Freeman and Mason, 2015). 670 

Our ENMs revealed an important contribution of host-plant species richness to explain the 671 

distribution of the scrub-legume grasshopper, although the role of this biotic predictor was more patent 672 

when it was included in the ENMs in combination with the climatic (abiotic) variables. Although this 673 

combined model exhibited the highest model performance in terms of AUC, it was not selected as the 674 

best-supported model in terms of ΔAICC, likely as a consequence of a penalty because of its higher 675 

number of parameters. This model was characterized by predicting a lower probability of occurrence 676 

of the scrub-legume grasshopper in areas where a priori its occurrence would be expected due to the 677 

presence of suitable climatic conditions according to the species climatic tolerances (Kuhn et al., 678 

2016). Overall, our results are in agreement with other studies stressing the importance of modelling 679 

ecological interactions to accurately delineate the potential distribution of species with narrow feeding 680 

requirements or involved in host-parasite interactions (Freeman and Mason, 2015; Kuhn et al., 2016). 681 
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 682 

5. Conclusions 683 

Our study highlights the importance of integrating the potential effects of abiotic (i.e. climate and 684 

geography) and biotic components (i.e. inter-specific interactions) into the study of the evolutionary 685 

history of specialist taxa with narrow ecological requirements. Harnessing different genetic markers 686 

and analytical tools, our integrative approach was able to disentangle numerous cryptic aspects of the 687 

demographic trajectories of the scrub legume grasshopper across its entire distribution range. Different 688 

lines of evidence pointed to the presence of at least one northern refugium out of the Iberian Peninsula 689 

and revealed that the stability of suitable habitats defined by both climate and host-plant species 690 

richness had important consequences on the spatial patterns of population genetic variability of the 691 

species. Future research combining high-throughput sequencing and spatially-explicit testing of 692 

biologically informed models that integrate interspecific interactions could provide a more 693 

comprehensive framework to elucidate the factors structuring genetic variation in natural populations 694 

(Massatti and Knowles, 2016).  695 
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Table 1 1031 
Posterior probability for each of the nine tested scenarios of population divergence and past 1032 
demography in the scrub-legume grasshopper and 95% confidence intervals (CI) based on the 1033 
weigthed polychotomous logistic regression approach for approximate Bayesian Computation 1034 
Analyses (ABC). Type I and II errors for the best supported scenario (in bold) are indicated. 1035 
 1036 

Scenario 
Posterior 

Probability 
95% CI 

Type I 

error 

Type II 

error 

1 0.0179 [0.0153 - 0.0205]   

2A 0.0299 [0.0272 - 0.0325]   

2B 0.0771 [0.0733 - 0.0809]   

2C 0.0189 [0.0164 - 0.0215]   

2D 0.0467 [0.0435 - 0.0498]   

3A 0.1640 [0.1587 - 0.1693]   

3B 0.3792 [0.3718 - 0.3866] 0.246 0.220 

3C 0.0828  [0.0792 - 0.0865]   

3D 0.1835  [0.1777 - 0.1893]   

  1037 
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Table 2 1038 
Posterior parameter estimates (median and 95% confidence intervals) for the best supported scenario 1039 
of population divergence and past demography (scenario 3B, see Fig. 2). Estimates are based on 1% of 1040 
simulated datasets closest to the observed values. Relative median absolute errors (RMAE) based on 1041 
500 pseudo-observed data sets are also indicated for each parameter. 1042 
 1043 

Parameter Median q0.025 q0.975 RMAE 

NNWCSF-B 283 000 127 000 459 000 0.230 

NEF 767 000 421 000 980 000 0.206 

NNI 747 000 428 000 967 000 0.213 

NEI 640 000 252 000 969 000 0.232 

NSI 682 000 291 000 971 000 0.233 

NF 658 000 212 000 983 000 0.278 

NI 688 000 120 000 984 000 0.403 

NESI 563 000 556 000 978 000 0.352 

NX 465 000 26 700 969 000 0.376 

t1 62 900 6 830 279 000 0.408 

t2 230 000 62 300 670 000 0.224 

t3 603 000 188 000 978 000 0.146 

μnDNA 5.46 x 10
-6

 2.24 x 10
-6

 1.68 x 10
-5

 0.392 

μmtDNA (COI) 2.12 x 10
-9 

1.21 x 10-9 4.30 x 10
-9

 0.269 
 1044 

NNWCSF-B, effective population size of the northwestern, central and southern France group 1045 
(assuming a population bottleneck event) 1046 
NEF, effective population size of the eastern France and Pyrenees group 1047 
NNI, effective population size of the northern Iberia group 1048 
NEI, effective population size of the eastern Iberia group 1049 
NSI, effective population size of the southern Iberia group 1050 
NF, effective population size of the ancestral France group 1051 
NI, effective population size of the ancestral Iberia group 1052 
NESI, effective population size of the ancestral south and eastern Iberia group 1053 
NX, effective population size of the ancestral population 1054 
t1, time (in generations = years) to the most recent divergence event 1055 
t2, time (in generations = years) to the intermediate divergence event 1056 
t2, time (in generations = years) to the most ancient divergence event 1057 
μnDNA, mean mutation rate for microsatellites markers 1058 
μmtDNA, mean mutation rate per site per generation for the mitochondrial marker (COI) 1059 

 1060 
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Table 3 1061 
Generalized linear models (GLMS) for nuclear genetic diversity of scrub-legume grasshopper (AR, allelic richness standardized for sample size; HE, expected 1062 
heterozygosity) testing the effects of (i) stability of climate suitability (CSTA) based on a MAXENT model built using all climatic variables, (ii) stability of 1063 
habitat suitability (C-HPSTA) based on a MAXENT model built using all climatic variables and host-plant species richness, (iii) stability of habitat suitability 1064 
(C

*
-HPSTA) based on a MAXENT model built using only the most-explicative climatic layer (bio9) and host-plant species richness, and (iv) stability of habitat 1065 

suitability (HPSTA) based on a MAXENT model built using only host-plant species richness. Latitude (Lat) and longitude (Lon) were also included as covariates 1066 
in the models. For each model we indicate AICC, sample-size adjusted Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) value. We only show best ranked equivalent 1067 
models (ΔAICC ≤ 2; for model selection results, see Table S6), for which the 95% confidence intervals (CI) of their estimators were separately calculated. 1068 
Predictors excluding the value 0 in their 95% CI are indicated in bold type and their effects were considered significant. The predictors HPSTA and C

*
-HPSTA 1069 

were not included in any of the best ranked equivalent models for nuclear genetic diversity (∆AICC ≤ 2; for model selection results, see Table S6). 1070 
 1071 

Models Predictors Estimate ± SE 
Lower 

95% CI 

Upper 

95% CI 
AICC 

AR Lat -0.0633 ± 0.0260 -0.1143 -0.0123 61.20 

 Lon -0.0633 ± 0.0250 -0.1124 -0.0141  

 CSTA 0.6973 ± 0.2497 0.2077 1.1868  

 
   

  

HE Lat -0.0052 ± 0.0023 -0.0099 -0.0006 -158.60 

 
Lon -0.0060 ± 0.0022 -0.0105 -0.0015  

 
CSTA 0.0689 ± 0.0228 0.0241 0.1138  

    
  

HE Lat -0.0045 ± 0.0026 -0.0096 0.0005 -156.80 

 
Lon -0.0070 ± 0.0023 -0.0115 -0.0024  

 
C-HPSTA 0.0651 ± 0.0244 0.0172 0.1130  

 1072 
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Fig. 1. Results of clustering and phylogenetic analyses for the scrub-legume grasshopper across its 1073 
distribution range. The top panels represent the geographic distribution of the genetic groups inferred 1074 
by (a) SAMOVA for mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase subunit I (COI) gene fragment and (b, c) by 1075 
STRUCTURE for nuclear microsatellite markers. In these maps, increasingly darker colours indicate 1076 
higher membership coefficients to a given genetic group. Black dots in the maps indicate the location 1077 
of sampling sites. Panels (d, e) show neighbor-joining trees based on net nucleotide distances among 1078 
genetic clusters inferred by STRUCTURE for K = 4 and K = 5, respectively. Colour codes in these 1079 
neighbor-joining trees correspond to those from the genetic clusters displayed in maps from panels (b, 1080 
c). Branch lengths in the trees displayed in panels (d, e) show the differentiation among genetic 1081 
clusters in terms of their net nucleotide distances, which is defined as the average amount of pairwise 1082 
difference between microsatellite alleles from different populations. Panel (f) shows a statistical 1083 
parsimony network inferred from COI haplotypes. Colour codes represent the geographic distribution 1084 
of the four genetic groups inferred by SAMOVA and shown in panel (a). Circle size is proportional to 1085 
the relative frequency of a given haplotype. Some haplotypes are presented in different geographic 1086 
regions. Panel (g) represents a maximum clade credibility tree for COI with estimated ages of 1087 
divergence (mean and lower and upper 95% highest posterior density) for each main node. Bayesian 1088 
posterior probability for each main clade is indicated at the right of the node. Tip labels in bold type 1089 
indicate the code of the populations represented in each collapsed clade. Populations codes in italics 1090 
and with an asterisk indicate those populations assigned primarily to another phylogroup but that 1091 
present some individuals in that phylogroup. Colour codes represent the four different phylogroups 1092 
whose geographic distribution is in accordance with the four genetic groups inferred by SAMOVA 1093 
(panel a). Population codes are described in Table S1.  1094 
 1095 
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Fig. 2. Different scenarios of population divergence and past demography for the scrub-legume grasshopper compared using an Approximate Bayesian 1098 
Computation (ABC) approach (t# represents time in number of generations). Population groups were defined as northern Iberia (blue), eastern Iberia (pink), 1099 
southern Iberia (yellow), eastern France and Pyrenees (red) and northwestern, central and southern France (green) according to their geographic distribution 1100 
and the results from clustering analyses. Colours of these genetic groups are in accordance to the genetic clusters inferred by STRUCTURE for K = 5 (see Fig. 1101 
1c, e). 1102 
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Fig. 3. Maps displaying spatial patterns of genetic diversity at nuclear (AR, allelic richness, panel (a); 1106 
HE, expected heterozygosity, panel (b)) and mtDNA (HD, haplotype diversity, panel (c); and π, 1107 
nucleotide diversity, panel (d)) markers across the distribution range of the scrub legume grasshopper. 1108 
Black dots indicate the location of sampling sites. 1109 
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Fig. 4. Scatterplots representing the relationship between (a, b) allelic richness (AR) and (c, d) expected 1113 
heterozygosity (HE) of scrub-legume grasshopper in relation to (a, c) stability of climate suitability 1114 
(CSTA) based on a MAXENT model built using all climatic variables and (b, d) stability of habitat 1115 
suitability (C-HPSTA) based on a MAXENT model built using all climatic variables and host-plant 1116 
species richness. Regression lines and 95% confidence intervals are shown. 1117 
 1118 
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